STRATEGY REPORT: THE PROCUREMENT DATA AND TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE

SECTION 1: A NEW DECADE FOR PROCUREMENT DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

CPO COMPASS 2022
1.1 MOVING BEYOND P2P IMPLEMENTATION

PROCUREMENT’S

Procurement digital transformation roadmaps tend
to start with the digitalisation of the core purchase to
pay (P2P) process, including invoice processing. Once
those foundations are in place, the transformation
then spreads to other foundational procurement and
vendor management processes, before finally moving
on to transform more strategic activities (see figure x
below).
Figure x. Procurement process automation starts
with the core procure to pay processes

OPERATIONAL

REVOLUTION

Leading procurement teams will look drastically different
According to Procurement Leaders’ 2021 CPO
in coming years as skill sets evolve, talent profiles change
Planning survey, over two thirds (68%) of procurement
and new technologies emerge. What will remain consistent
teams are focusing on the automation of high
during the coming months, however, is that leaders will need
frequency transactional activities. Leading CPOs
to be able to adapt at pace to create a more collaborative,
highlight the benefits of focusing on the simple,
connected and nimble function
foundational processes first before building more
complexity into their systems. On the one hand this
allows for tangible benefits to be measured sooner in
the digital transformation, but even more importantly,
this helps make it easier to solicit the support and
engagement of a broader user base, helping overcome
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
one of the biggest hurdles – resistance to change.
Now that most procurement teams (83%) have
rolled out their core P2P solutions (see figure x below),
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CPOs consistently recognise the need to be bold,
look beyond the category management structure
and begin to invest in skills that will enable
procurement to take on more strategic activities.

46%
The percentage of procurement chiefs who
report that they plan to create new roles
and responsibilities in the coming year
Source: CPO Compass survey, Procurement Leaders

Those roles will diverge between taking advantage
of the power of digital solutions to automate and
provide services and data to the business, as well
as providing stakeholder-facing capability.

“The next step for us is to focus on
creating a procurement ambassador
role. They will be able to better able to sit
within business units and involve the right
category management staff to focus on
the business unit’s needs”
CPO, TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

Although companies in some industries have
tight budgets, leaders remain keen to invest in
technology, particularly tools that will help them
contribute to the business’s emerging priorities:

57%
The proportion of CPOs who say they plan to
invest in supplier performance management
solutions during 2022
Source: CPO Compass survey, Procurement Leaders
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PROCUREMENT’S FUTURE STARTS NOW
Covid-19 represented an acceleration in the future of
work. Long-heralded predictions of virtual working,
flexible workspaces and automation became a reality
due to the disruption caused by the pandemic. The
crisis forced businesses to bring digital projects
forward to manage the lack of physical proximity and
address the effectiveness of remote working.
Organisations have invested in technology to
improve the viability of remote working; revising
approaches to security and deploying tools to enable
virtual collaboration. These foundations have opened
up the opportunity for companies to develop hybrid
environments to retain the benefits of remote working –
including an improved work-life balance for staff and
reduced employee overheads – while reserving office
space for activities such as onboarding new staff,
brainstorming and team-building.
While the focus for many executives over the past
two years has been ensuring the viability of remote
working, 2022 offers more freedom to explore the
opportunities provided by this new environment; such
as shifting the focus of collaboration from local sites to
global virtual working groups and driving greater value
from the digital investments made during the crisis.

THE PROPORTION OF LEADERS WHO FEEL HOME-WORKING HAS BEEN:

25%

52%

Good for culture

Bad for culture

65%

15%

Good for productivity

Bad for productivity

Source: Work:Reworked, World 50, 2021
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THE CALL FOR NEW CAPABILITIES
The 50th annual meeting of the World Economic Forum
was named ‘the great reset’. This vision has three
components: establishing a stakeholder economy;
building in a more resilient, equitable and sustainable
way; and harnessing the innovations of the fourth
industrial revolution for the public good.
This messaging aligns closely with other
initiatives such as the UN’s sustainable development
goals, which seek to reshape the way the economy
operates and challenges enterprises to commit to
social good.
Procurement has emerged as a pivotal partner
in driving this ethical transformation. Critical areas
of focus such as working practices, environmental
impact and community engagement can only be
meaningfully addressed if organisations understand
their supply chains. The function has an opportunity
to play a crucial role in coordinating value-chain
partners around these strategic priorities.
This opportunity requires procurement to continue
its evolution from a tactical, back-office function to
a leading business partner. This transition is already
driving transformed processes, skills and digital
capabilities within mature functions. It continues a
longer-term trend of CPOs seeking to deliver a more

“We started by breaking down the goals of
the company, which has aligned with the
UN’s 17 sustainable development goals. We
assessed those and found that procurement
could have an impact on nine”
EVP PROCUREMENT, ENERGY COMPANY

strategic value proposition that delivers value beyond
cost-minimisation (see Figure 6, below).
This enhanced value proposition is built from
enhanced supplier partnerships, with leading
procurement teams fostering a culture of developing
collaborative relationships that deliver more than cost
savings alone.

FIG 6: ACTIONS CPOS ARE TAKING TO DRIVE GROWTH IN 2022 (% OF RESPONDENTS)

65

Improving critical suppliers’ performance
Involving procurement in
cross-functional working groups

63
61

Supplier-enabled innovation

Innovation scouting

41

Source: CPO Compass survey, Procurement Leaders
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A NEW BREED OF SPECIALISTS
CPOs must now decide how to distribute resources
and responsibilities to establish new capabilities.
Some organisations are managing this transition by
establishing new, more targeted roles.
These new positions often involve coordinating
activities to meet emerging priorities, with these
individuals often providing specialist expertise in
areas such as risk management, supplier-enabled
innovation, sustainability and diversity. An additional
set of specialist roles is also evolving around
enablement – building out capabilities that although
not directly associated with the aforementioned
areas, enable the function to execute.
Finding the balance between hiring dedicated
experts and broadening the scope of existing
procurement roles is difficult. While focused roles
can provide deep domain knowledge and capacity to
complete initiatives, they often lack the procurement
expertise, market knowledge and internal alignment
that generalists in traditional category roles offer.
With category-level staff already stretched by their
multifaceted roles, however, and procurement’s remit
continuing to broaden, the balance looks to be shifting
towards teams recruiting candidates for specialist
positions. This is particularly true of disciplines such as

FIG 7: EVOLVING ROLES WITHIN PROCUREMENT

EMERGING SPECIALIST ROLES
n
n
n
n
n
n

Procurement ambassadors/
dedicated business partners
Supplier relationship managers
Diversity and inclusivity leads
Supply chain risk analysts and coordinators
Supplier-enabled innovation leads
Sustainable procurement leads

EMERGING ENABLEMENT ROLES
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Agile project managers
Change management experts
Data analysts/scientists
Data stewards
Digital project managers
Heads of excellence
Software bot developers

digital, risk management and sustainability, with some
functions remodelling as a network of specialists
supporting and directing traditional procurement staff.

“The next step for us is to focus on
creating a procurement ambassador
role. They will be able to better able to sit
within business units and involve the right
category management staff to focus on
the business unit’s needs”

The percentage of CPOs who plan to create new
roles and responsibilities during the coming year

CPO, TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

46%

Source: CPO Compass survey, Procurement Leaders
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NEW RESPONSIBILITIES, NEW TOOLS
As procurement chiefs have established a more
ambitious value proposition, digital strategies have
evolved from an exclusive focus on core source-topay technologies.
As such, leaders are looking to find technology to
support the function in areas such as sustainability,
risk management and innovation, while technology
providers must offer deeper, more flexible and more
focused capabilities.

The challenge for CPOs and digital procurement leads
is ensuring the function has access to the mix of digital
solutions to support a growing breadth of organisational
objectives. For some, that means focusing on best-ofbreed providers while others see value in looking beyond
established providers and working with startups. A
number of functions continue to focus on established
platforms and providers but demand more versatility so
they can leverage the full scale of these solutions. n

FIG 8: DATA AND TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS CPOS PLAN TO INVEST IN (% OF RESPONDENTS)

57

Supplier performance management
Supplier risk management

55

Spend analytics

54
51

Procure-to-pay

CPO, RETAIL COMPANY

59%

46

Source-to-contract

36

Sustainability performance tracking
Tail spend management

“There are lots of new solutions we
want to implement – contract life cycle
management, supplier innovation and tail
spend sourcing. Our challenge is the fact
it is difficult to bolt anything on to the big
providers’ solutions. What will happen in say
two to five years is that they will open up
their architectures and that will allow new
solutions to plug into them. We need to think
about who these partners will be”’

31

The proportion of procurement functions targeting a
best-of-breed approach to technology in 2022
Source: The procurement technology landscape,
Procurement Leaders, 2021
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Multinational speciality chemicals company Clariant
focuses on three core business areas: care chemicals;
catalysis; and natural resources. It has a strong and
ambitious strategy, committing to robust sustainability
targets and placing a strong focus on innovation.
To deliver against this, procurement required an
engine to drive innovations that could support the
delivery of the enterprise strategy, build procurement
excellence and improve operational efficiency. The
function needed a structure for developing high-impact
ideas and a model to deliver them at speed. Solving
this required a new, agile, project-delivery mechanism
and a digital platform to underpin it.
The Agile Marketplace at Procurement is a
digital collaboration platform that encourages
entrepreneurial thinking and bottom-up ideation to
foster value creation beyond savings. The framework
has been developed around a design thinking
approach, building a minimum viable product and
making iterative improvements to that foundation.
Ideas raised by users are assessed by users of the
platform, rather than a formal committee. Users can
apply to join the project team for the idea, and only ideas

Image: Clariant

CASE STUDY: CLARIANT’S APPROACH TO ESTABLISHING A DIGITAL
COLLABORATION PLATFORM FOR AGILE PROJECT DELIVERY
with enough applicants enter into development. Both
the template to propose an idea and the template to
apply to join the team are simple one-page documents.
The team committed to reducing the number of fields
on the form to the lowest number possible, and the
template takes less than 10 minutes to complete.
The project team for each idea delivers in sprints,
supported by one of two agile coaches within Clariant’s
procurement team. As those involved must balance
their project work with business-as-usual activities, far
more flexibility exists in the timeboxing for each sprint
in comparison to the standard two-week windows that
characterise a formal scrum methodology. Like such
approaches, however, Clariant’s project teams focus
on starting small, developing prototypes and iterating
based on user feedback.
The Agile marketplace has been highly successful.
At the time of writing, 11 separate projects are running
concurrently, with over 30 ideas in the pipeline and 15
solutions launched. In total, 260 individuals are signed
up to the platform, with around 2,000 site visits per
month. Around 70 users are continuously active and
provide a high level of engagement. n
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TAKE ACTION: POWERING THE OPERATIONAL REVOLUTION
Covid-19 accelerated the pace at which operational models have changed and placed a spotlight on the importance of supply chain visibility and
resilience. Paired with a growing commitment by organisations towards environmental, social and governance objectives, procurement will not
only look very different in the near future, but it will be targeting a very different value proposition

INVESTIGATE THE HYBRID OPPORTUNITY

EXPLORE SPECIALIST ROLES

ESTABLISH A DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM

Extend beyond strategising around the viability
of hybrid working to investigate opportunities
to use this environment to improve the way
procurement operates. These opportunities
include reduced geographic constraints on
collaboration, increased access to global talent
and optimising operational expenditure.

CPOs must assess their need for specialist
expertise based on available resources, perceived
capability gaps and the expectations placed
on procurement generalists. That said, many
leaders believe hiring specialists or upskilling
and focusing staff will offer opportunities to
ease the pressure on category-level employees.

Functions are expanding their digital roadmaps to
start engaging with broader organisational needs.
Third-party risk management, sustainability
and supplier collaboration are emerging areas
for digital investment, with numerous specialist
companies providing innovative tools while suite
providers move to offer more flexible solutions.
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PARTNER’S PERSPECTIVE

BUILDING THE TEAM OF THE FUTURE, TODAY
ASHWIN KUMAR
VP CONSULTING, GEP
“There are decades when nothing
happens and there are weeks when
decades happen.” Vladimir Lenin’s
famous words could not be truer
for procurement teams today. A function that received
marginal attention from the C-suite for decades has
been cast into the eye of the storm and told to ensure a
soft landing for the organisation.
Supply chain resilience, risk management and
innovation for growth now make up the daily working
reality of procurement professionals.
Procurement teams among GEP’s client companies
have been tasked with ensuring business continuity
amid a volatile supply landscape. Inflationary pressures
have forced them to find creative deal structures and
deviate from traditional contracting frameworks. Due
to virtual collaboration, they are relying on data and
external insights to build new supplier relationships.
FROM BUYER TO SOLUTION COCREATOR
Based on GEP’s work with numerous clients, we know
procurement executives have been able to transform

their organisations – not just in digitalisation and
process simplification – by upskilling their teams.
It is not enough to simply negotiate a good contract
through a rigorous and structured bidding process.
Complex business requirements and sophisticated
supply solutions, exacerbated by working capital
challenges, are forcing CPOs to build teams with deep
functional expertise, strong business acumen and the
ability to stay on top of industry developments.
For instance, some of our industrial manufacturing
clients in the electronics industry realised that demand
from cryptominers was amplifying chip shortages.
This meant they were competing with buyers who were
maximising the small arbitrage windows of supply
availability and had to play along to stay relevant.
VALUE CREATION BEYOND SAVINGS
While this concept has existed for more than a decade,
much of it centred on finding creative ways to quantify
soft savings such as cost avoidance and value
enhancement. GEP is seeing significant changes in
companies that do not want to judge procurement on
cost savings alone, given the swings in profitability.
These businesses see procurement as a key enabler
of agility and resilience.

DIGITAL PROCUREMENT ROLLS ON
With numerous digital tools available, the era of siloed
transformations within procurement, finance, accounts
payable and IT is over. Many leading organisations are
leveraging their data-information continuum to harness
the true potential of digital tools.
Respondents to a Procurement Leaders survey named
data aggregation and reporting, supplier performance
management, and risk management as the top three
solutions they are investing in. Yet, while workflow
automation has improved the visibility of a function’s
metrics, it has also led to the accumulation of large
swathes of siloed data. Converting this into information
is not merely a ‘data lake into data visualisation’ exercise.
Many CPOs are tired of dashboards that project data
with no real information. Leading companies are finding
ways to link procurement data to finance costs and put
them in the context of operational data to gain factual
insights and drive action.
This reinforces the fact procurement teams should
blend process experience (how to buy) with content
expertise (how to buy it best). This requires strong
business acumen, familiarity with technology, an
intuitive understanding of business trends through data,
and the ability to foster supplier relationships. n
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FURTHER RESOURCES

Procurement Leaders provides unique content and networking
opportunities for a membership of CPOs and their teams.
Members can access the below content to help them
develop their strategies for 2022 and beyond.
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
NETWORKING CALENDAR
Procurement Leaders members can use the Networking Calendar to find
upcoming opportunities to connect with peers on key topics

MEMBER STORIES
Full versions of the cases studies referenced in the CPO Compass 2022 report:
Clariant’s approach to establishing a digital collaboration platform for
agile project delivery
Unilever’s approach to supplier partnering to deliver mutual growth

RESEARCH
CPO PLANNING GUIDE 2022
 he CPO Planning Guide 2022 highlights the priorities of 180 procurement
T
chiefs to support members in their planning for the year ahead.
OVATION 2021: LEADING CHANGE IN A CHANGED WORLD
The Ovation report looks at the strategic vision of CPOs as articulated by
Procurement Leaders’ thinktank of the most progressive CPO thought leaders.
CATEGORY PLANNING GUIDE 2022
Procurement Leaders’ Category Planning Guide 2022 leverages the thinking of 170
procurement professionals to provide insights across 43 indirect subcategories
that will assist category managers in their planning for the coming year.

Danone’s approach to improving transparency with supplier
visibility dashboards
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The story of procurement is evolving...

Are you ready?
The global community for CPOs and their
leadership teams is waiting for you
A Procurement Leaders member makes more informed decisions.
By sharing intelligence they’re creating enduring impact, together.
When are you joining them?
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ABOUT THE RESEARCH

This report highlights the thinking of 180 CPOs surveyed between May and June
2021. The results of the survey have been supplemented by desktop research, as
well as interviews and roundtables with Procurement Leaders members.
RESPONDENT PROFILE BY INDUSTRY (%)
Business services
Consumer goods
Energy and utilities
Financial services
Pharmaceuticals and healthcare
Manufacturing
Public services and not-for-profit
Technology and telecoms
Travel and logistics
Primary and extractive industries
Other

6.3
12.7
6.9
14.8
13.2
26.9
7.4
4.8
3.1
3.1
1

RESPONDENT PROFILE BY FUNCTION SIZE (FTE), INCLUDING CENTRES
OF EXCELLENCE (%)
1–10
11–20
21–50
51–100
101–250
251+

13.7
14.4
22.3
16.5
15.1
18

RESPONDENT PROFILE BY ORGANISATION’S TURNOVER (%)
Less than $1bn
$1bn–$10bn
$11bn–$50bn
More than $50bn

21.7
20.1
50.8
3.7

RESPONDENT PROFILE BY REGION (%)
Americas
APAC
Emea
Other

30.2
8.2
58.3
3.3

RESPONDENT PROFILE BY JOB TITLE (%)
CPO
Senior executive equivalent to CPO
Senior executive reporting to the CPO

60.3
30.7
9
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GEP helps global enterprises operate more efficiently and effectively, gain
competitive advantage, boost profitability and maximise business and
shareholder value. Fresh thinking, innovative products, unrivalled domain and
subject expertise, and smart, passionate people — this is how GEP creates
and delivers unified supply chain solutions of unprecedented scale, power and
effectiveness. With 18 offices and operations centres in Europe, Asia and the
Americas, Clark, New Jersey-based GEP helps enterprises worldwide realise
their strategic, operational and financial objectives.
To learn more about our comprehensive range of strategic and managed
services, please visit: www.gep.com

FURTHER INFORMATION AND FEEDBACK
If you have enjoyed this report, would like some more information or feel it has not
met your expectations, please contact: feedback@procurementleaders.com
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